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ALUR Glass Wall
Combining the simple elegance of glass with the precision of extruded aluminum, ALUR Glass Wall transforms what was once hidden into an inspiration of form and function. Natural light cascades through the clear glass walls. Architectural details are accentuated. Mechanical components are beautifully concealed. Finally, a wall system that is truly alluring.

ALUR Dividing Wall
Designed as the perfect companion to ALUR Glass Wall, ALUR Dividing Wall features easy to assemble frames, off module design, integrated power, and voice and data cabling for greater flexibility in adapting to changes in layout and technology. Wall frames are capable of supporting hang on furniture components on both sides of the wall. ALUR Dividing Wall also provides a 42 STC, the highest sound attenuation available for a three and a half inch thick modular wall.

Less is More.
DESIGN FEATURES

- Framless Glass Door Hinge
- 3/4" Offset Pivot (Top)
- 3/4" Offset Pivot (Intermediate)
- 3/4" Offset Pivot (Bottom)
- Lever Lock Set with Strike Box
- 18" Ladder Pull
- 60" Locking Ladder Pull
- Center Pivot Patch Fitting
- Top Locking Ladder Pull
- Roller Catch for Swing Doors
- Spring Loaded Magnetic Door Stop
- SFIC with ADA Thumb Turn on Top Locking Ladder Pull
- Concealed Sliding Door Track with Sound Seal
- Sliding Door Pocket Post
- Postless Sliding Door with Sound Seal
- Glass to Dividing Wall 2-Way Adapter
- Polycarbonate I Joint
- Polycarbonate L Joint
- Polycarbonate T Joint
- Glass to Dividing Wall Adapter